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Abstract

This paper presents vehicle-to-vehicle telescreen (VVT) and a multicast scheme to dissemi-

nate digital signage multimedia services to vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). Multime-

dia dissemination in VANETs is challenging because of the high packet losses (PLs), delays

and longer disconnection times, which degrade the network quality of service (QoS) and

user quality of experience (QoE). To reduce the PLs and delays, most existing multimedia

multicast schemes in VANETs primarily select routes based on longer route expiration

times (RET) or lowest path delays. The RET-based schemes suffer less from PLs when

there are fewer active multicastings in the network. When the number of active multicastings

increases, delay-based schemes suffer less from PLs comparatively. This tradeoff implies

to design an adaptive mechanism by mutually complementing the RET-based and delay-

based schemes to reduce PLs and delays. In this paper, we propose a multicriteria adaptive

opportunistic treecast routing protocol (MAOTRP), which adapts the route selection mecha-

nism according to active multicastings for efficient multimedia dissemination in VVT. The

MAOTRP adjusts the weights of route selection parameters, including RET and delays, by

considering their contribution in improving packet delivery ratio. MAOTRP extends a tree-

based multicast protocol to provide robustness through alternate routes for link failures to

reduce PLs. Through several experimental evaluations, we show that the proposed dissemi-

nation scheme improves QoS and QoE, and reduces the average disconnection time.

1 Introduction

The convergence of broadband access networks and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)

provides a platform to share and access multimedia contents such as safety and infotainment

services. Vehicle-to-vehicle telescreen (VVT) extends digital signage (DS) infotainment and

advertisement services to drivers and passengers on the road. According to forecasts, the use

of real-time video services in VANETs will double in the next few years [1, 2]. However,

enabling a scalable VVT service is very challenging due to the stringent delay requirements of
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real-time video services, the limited transmission range, and the dynamic number of active

multicastings and VANET topologies. VVT uses IEEE 802.11p-based limited-transmission

range communication technology for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure

(V2I and I2V) communication.

VVT service provisioning process includes service’s advertisements, subscriptions, and dis-

semination, which can be efficiently supported using an appropriate multicast protocol. There

are two basic categories of multicast protocols in VANETs − tree-based and mesh-based multi-

cast routing protocols. Tree-based multicast schemes select routes based on the number of

hops [3], or the lifetime [4], as depicted in Fig 1a and 1b. These schemes are delay efficient at

the expense of low robustness because they do not consider alternate routes and drop packets

due to disconnections, collisions or low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) (Fig 1d). On the other

hand, mesh-based multicast schemes consider alternate routes to provide robustness at the

expense of higher maintenance overheads [5]. In mesh-based schemes, nodes share routing

tables with neighbors, but maintaining accurate information in dynamic topologies increases

the network congestion and packet collisions.

There are intrinsic trade-offs between the selection of the shortest delay and the least dis-

connected route for multi-hop multimedia dissemination. Delay-based route selection

schemes (DBRSSes) choose paths offering shorter latency. However, the selected routes may

suffer from frequent disconnections in dynamic VANET environments. In contrast, lifetime-

based route selection schemes (LBRSSes) choose routes with longer expiration times and fewer

disconnections. LBRSSes are appropriate for the cases with fewer active multicastings in the

network. When the number of active multicastings increases, DBRSSes show better scalability

and have comparatively fewer packet collisions and losses. Therefore, an appropriate route

selection scheme is crucial in the design of multi-hop multimedia dissemination protocols due

to that scheme’s impact on the packet losses (PLs) caused by disconnections, packet collisions,

and low SNRs. This paper proposes a multicriteria adaptive opportunistic treecast routing pro-

tocol (MAOTRP) that adaptively selects an appropriate route according to the number of

active multicastings and supports opportunistic packet forwarding to reduce PLs. Wireless

mediums can share single transmissions with all nodes within the vicinity of the sender node,

and the MAOTRP exploits this advantage. It supports opportunistic forwarding in the tree-

based multicast scheme to provide robustness, as shown in Fig 1e, which reduces the average

disconnection time (ADT). The route selection process in the MAOTRP considers lifetime

and delay parameters (Fig 1c), and it adaptively selects their appropriate weights based on the

number of active multicastings in the network. The varying number of multicastings effects

the total network traffic, contention delays and packet collisions due to parallel multicast

flows.

QoS refers to the transmission quality of a network, which mainly depends on the network

parameters such as the packet loss ratio (PLR), jitters, delays, bandwidth, and burstiness. In

fact, QoE also strongly depends on the network QoS parameters [6]. By considering network

latency, lifetime and opportunistic packet forwarding, our proposed scheme improves the net-

work QoS and user QoE. We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 presents the

background and related work. We explain the VVT network model and assumptions in Sec-

tion 3. Section 4 explains the proposed MAOTRP in VVT, and Section 5 provides the evalua-

tion results. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Background and related work

Digital signage (DS) displays advertisements and infotainment services in public places.

Declining hardware prices, context awareness, and the shift toward greater interactivity are the
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main factors driving DS services. DS system typically distributes advertisements, TV broad-

casting, and government announcements to trains, buses, transport terminals and hospitals

[7]. A recent study [8] proposed a quality of service (QoS) and mobility-aware in-vehicle tele-

screen that extended the DS framework [9] to vehicular networks by connecting the first hop

neighbors of the roadside unit (RSU) to the DS.

In the last decade, researchers have proposed different schemes for multimedia content

delivery in VANETs. The AdTorrent system [10] supports push-based content delivery from a

roadside infrastructure node (called a digital billboard) to first hop neighbors. CarTorrent [11]

is a P2P file sharing protocol in VANETs that uses an AODV routing algorithm for data dis-

semination. P2P clients may join or depart the network frequently, and the routing informa-

tion in the P2P clients may become stale, leading to lookup failures [12]. Reconfiguring the

P2P overlay network increases the overhead under a dynamic VANET environment. Eugster

et al. [13] proposed a diffusion process using an epidemic algorithm in which nodes relay

Fig 1. Overview of the multicast route selection criteria and opportunistic routes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g001
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received information to randomly selected nodes. The random selection of nodes in the epi-

demic algorithms may lead to higher delays. Jarupan et al. [14] proposed a position-based

routing protocol for V2I communication which used the direction information contained in

the packets. The routing information in the packets may become stale due to dynamic environ-

ment. Consensus protocols [15–17] have been applied for trusted data dissemination in vehic-

ular adhoc networks. Distributed and global consensus protocols can dynamically adopt the

consensus value among the service subscribers to optimize the consensus objective functions.

Most multi-hop multimedia dissemination schemes use controlled-broadcasting protocols

[18–20] to minimize redundant transmissions. These broadcast-based schemes deliver content

to all nodes in a target area, but subscription-based services are intended only for service sub-

scribers to whom content can be efficiently delivered using multicast routing protocols. Santa-

maria et al. [21] proposed a partitioned multicast tree protocol (PAMTree) that considered the

signal interference-to-noise ratio (SINR) and link consistency metrics as path selection criteria.

In PAMTree, the source selects a route to each group member which may not be appropriate

in dynamic topologies. An improved multicast ad hoc on-demand distance vector (MAODV)

protocol considered the network load from the RSU to the destination node as path selection

criteria [22]. Another research study focused on the adjustment of the transmission rate and

the power level of the physical layer to minimize PLs due to interference [23]. A lot of research

has applied opportunistic multicast routing (OMR) schemes for content distribution in

VANETs [24, 25]. These OMR schemes take advantage of broadcast overhearing but add

delays in relaying packets at each hop.

Encoded video streams are either composed of intra-coded (I), predictive-coded (P) and

bidirectionally predictive-coded (B) frames, or they are composed of I and hierarchical B-

frames in a group of pictures (GoPs) with multiple enhancement layers (ELs). These encoded

frames have different degrees of importance on the user QoE [26]. Depending on the position

of a lost packet at a specific EL, some of the frames in the higher ELs are also affected and not

decodable. For evaluation of the perceived visual quality, many metrics proposed in the litera-

ture can be used such as video quality metric (VQM), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR),

Structural Similarity (SSIM), and Mean Opinion Score (MOS).

In this paper, we propose an adaptive multimedia dissemination protocol for VVT to

extend DS service to VANETs. The main objective is to reduce the aggregate PLs, ADT, and

delays. We propose an adaptive opportunistic treecast routing protocol that incorporates the

efficiency of tree-based multicast schemes and the robustness of mesh-based multicast

schemes. The proposed route selection scheme adaptively selects the weights of the route selec-

tion parameters by considering their contribution in improving the packet delivery ratios

(PDRs). Through extensive simulation via the Omnetpp [27], Veins [28], and SUMO [29]

tools with video traces from the Video Trace Library [26], we prove the effectiveness of the

proposed scheme regarding ADT, network QoS, and user QoE.

3 Vehicle-to-Vehicle telescreen network model and assumptions

This section explains the VVT network model, notations, and assumptions. VVT extends the

high-resolution and delay-sensitive DS services in VANETs, as shown in Fig 2. VVT can pro-

vide infotainment services from different service providers. VVT includes the logical and func-

tional nodes of the telescreen management system (TMS), media server (MS), RSU, and

vehicle. The TMS is the central repository for vehicle and service registrations and advertise-

ments. The RSU works as a service gateway between the DS system and the VANET. A vehicle

can either play the role of a service subscriber or a forwarding node to support multi-hop dis-

semination. The MS delivers the requested streams to their subscribers in the VANET through

Multicriteria adaptive opportunistic treecast routing protocol
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the RSU. We consider the metrics of link expiration time (LET) and link delay (LD) on the

edges, which helps in the selection of the appropriate route from an RSU to the vehicle. The

link delay is composed of the queuing delay, processing delay, transmission delay, and propa-

gation delay. The end-to-end delay of a route is the sum of delays of the links along the route.

In this paper, we consider end-to-end delay parameter in the fit function of the route selection

process. To find the network latency from the MS to an RSU, we use an existing probe packet

train method [8].

In VVT, we consider k vehicles and assign a unique identifier (i 2 [1, k]) to each of them.

The combination of these nodes and their communication links can be represented as a graph

G(V, E), where vertices V = {v1, v2, . . ., vk} denote the finite set of k nodes and E = {e1, e2, . . ., en}

represent the communication links between the nodes. We denote the set of first hop neighbors

Fig 2. Vehicle-to-vehicle telescreen network model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g002
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of node v1 asN(v1)� V, and the distance from sender node by D. We consider the following

assumptions in VVT design.

1. All vehicles have an IEEE 802.11p compliant radio transceiver that enables both V2I and

V2V communication types.

2. All nodes have a transmission range (R) of 300m.

3. All nodes have a GPS module for location awareness.

4. All nodes use the channel coordination specifications of the IEEE 1609-4 standard and the

same service configurations.

5. Each node periodically broadcasts hello packets that include its location, direction, and

speed information.

6. A node detects disconnection if it is at the border (D> 290m) and does not receive two

consecutive packets of the subscribed telescreen multicast group (TMG).

4 The proposedmulticriteria adaptive opportunistic treecast
routing protocol

The main goal of this work is to efficiently support the dissemination of a delay-sensitive VVT

service in a dynamic VANET environment. We explain the details of the proposed MAOTRP

in this section.

4.1 Overview of the proposed MAOTRP in VVT

Fig 3 provides an overview of MAOTRP used to offer VVT service. According to service priority

and location, the TMS schedules service advertisements with the target RSUs. The RSU periodi-

cally advertises the VVT services in its coverage area for subscriptions. A vehicle may join the

advertised TMG by replying with the join TMGmessage. After receiving a subscription request,

the RSU establishes connections with the MS (MS details are provided in the content’s meta-

file) to acquire the content stream. The RSU broadcasts the TMG content stream which reaches

all the subscribers through the proposed MAOTRP protocol detailed in the next subsection.

Fig 3. Overview of the proposed multicriteria adaptive opportunistic treecast routing protocol in vehicle-to-vehicle telescreen.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g003
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4.2 Multicriteria adaptive opportunistic treecast routing protocol

Multicast protocols commonly use messages to build and manage multicast trees to dissemi-

nate content from a source to the destinations. This subsection provides the details of the

proposed multicast protocol for selecting the appropriate routes to destinations and the mech-

anism to select the potential forwarding nodes (PFNs) along the paths. Multicast tree nodes

may fail to forward the incoming stream packets due to link disconnections, packet collisions

or low SNRs. In such situations, one of the PFNs, at the hop where the failure occurs, relays

the packets toward the downstream hops to reduce PLs. The MAOTRP extends the MAODV

protocol. We exploit the wave short message protocol (WSMP) in building and managing the

proposed MAOTRP. The MAOTRP protocol consists of advertisement, join, reply, activation,

TMG dissemination, and maintenance phases as follows.

4.2.1 Telescreen multicast group advertisement (TMGA). The RSU periodically broad-

casts the TMGA to advertise the VVT video content scheduled by the TMS in the wave service

advertisement (WSA) message of the WSMP. Fig 4a illustrates the multi-hop dissemination

process, and Fig 5 shows the template of the TMGAmessage. Each node broadcasts the

TMGAmessage only once until it reaches the target number of hops. Upon receipt of the

TMGAmessage, nodes add the service information and the upstream hop information to the

services and subscribers table (SSTable), as depicted in Fig 6. The route expiration time (RET)

and delay fields are set as undefined in the SSTable during the advertisement phase.

4.2.2 Join telescreen multicast group (JTMG). A node can subscribe to the advertised

TMG service by replying with a JTMGmessage. Each intermediate node updates the informa-

tion from the downstream hops in the SSTable for the requested service and subscriber and

broadcasts the request only once toward the RSU if it is not a member of the TMG. The

selected forwarding node (SFN), potential forwarding node (PFN), and PFN at hop (PFN

Hop) fields of the SSTable for the service and the subscriber are set as undefined during the

join phase as these fields are collected later during the activation phase. Fig 4b shows the

multi-hop dissemination process, and Fig 7 provides the template of the JMGAmessage.

4.2.3 Reply telescreen multicast group (RTMG). For appropriate route selection, the

RTMGmessage should provide values of the decision metrics such as the lifetime, delays, and

Fig 4. Overview of the dissemination of the TMGA, JTMG and RTMGmessages.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g004

Fig 5. Portion of the TMGA packet.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g005
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number of hops to the subscriber. Either the RSU or a member of the TMG can reply to the

JTMG, which follows the reverse path to the subscriber node, as shown in Fig 4c. Upon receipt

of the RTMGmessage, nodes update the upstream hops information in the SSTable by calcu-

lating the RET and delay from the RSU to the node. We approximate the delay from the RSU

to the node by subtracting the packet_sent_time (timestamp in the RTMGmessage) from its

receipt time, which incorporates all of the intermediate processing, queuing, transmission, and

propagation delays. The delay from the MS to RSU is constant along all paths in the VANET

and is obtained from the RTMGmessage of the RSU. The intermediate relay nodes also update

all of the fields including the RET, delays, and the number of hops to the RSU, in the RTMG

message, as shown in the Fig 8. The RET is equal to the minimum LET along the path. The

Fig 6. VVT services and subscribers table.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g006

Fig 7. Portion of the JTMG packet.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g007

Fig 8. Portion of the RTMG packet.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g008
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RET at node vi is the minimum value between the RET of the previous relay node (vi−1) to the

RSU and the LET between node vi and the vi−1, as given by

RETðviÞ ¼ min ðRETðvi�1
Þ; LETðvi; vi�1

ÞÞ: ð1Þ

To estimate the LET, let (xi, yi) and (xr, yr) denote the GPS coordinates of vehicles i and r.

Knowing the speed v and direction θ (such that 0� θ< 2π) of vehicles i and r, and their trans-

mission range R = 300m; we can estimate the LET(i, r) [30] as

LETði; rÞ ¼
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ða2 þ c2ÞR2 � ðad � bcÞ
2

q

Þ � ab� cd

a2 þ c2
;

ð2Þ

where

a ¼ vi � cosðyiÞ � vr � cosðyrÞ;

b ¼ xi � xr;

c ¼ v � sinðyiÞ � vr � sinðyrÞ;

d ¼ yi � yr:

8

>

>

>

>

>
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>

>

>

>

:

4.2.4 Activate telescreen multicast group (ATMG). Frequent route disconnections

due to high-speed mobility in the VANET lead to an increase in PLs and, as a result, degrade

the PDR. Selecting a stable route with the minimum number of disconnections may also

increase the number of hops to the RSU, thereby causing delays. Multimedia services have

stringent delay requirements, and a packet which exceeds its maximum delay limit is consid-

ered lost. According to [30], LET depends on the position, speed, transmission range, and

direction of the link’s nodes. Due to neighbors’ contention and queuing delays, only a por-

tion in an average of LET of the considered link can be available for transmission. Conse-

quently, the RET/LET alone is a less effective parameter in the design of multimedia

dissemination protocol for VANETs. Neighbors’ contention affects the transmission delay

[31, 32]. To compensate the effect of contention and queuing delays to the considered link,

we incorporate both RET and delay parameters in the design of MAOTRP using the follow-

ing fit function (FF)

FF ¼ a �
RETðviÞ

A
þ

1� a

TD � TotalPacketsRET
; ð3Þ

where

Alpha ¼ a ¼
1

1þ ð:1 � ð:6325Þ
�ActM

Þ
;

0 < a < 1;

ActM ¼ Number of Active Multicastings;

TD ¼ DMS2RSU þ DRSU2Sub;

DMS2RSU ¼ Delay from Media Server to RSU;

DRSU2Sub ¼ Delay from RSU to Subscriber;

TotalPacketsRET ¼ RET � Frame Rate;

A ¼ Normalization Constant of the RET ¼ 6:
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The FF considers the route lifetime and the approximated total delay to be experienced by

the stream’s packets during that lifetime. Parameter alpha, α, gives relative importance to the

lifetime and delay parameters by considering their contribution in improving the PDR. The

appropriate value of alpha depends on the number of active multicastings, number of users

in the multicast groups, vehicle speed and vehicle density. Due to non availability of datasets

and to reduce the simulation time, we only consider the number of active multicastings to

decide the importance of Lifetime and Delay parameters in the route selection process in this

paper. Through simulations, we find the appropriate value of α to reduces the PLs, as depicted

in Fig 9. We use curve fitting to approximate the equation of α with an inverse logistic func-

tion. A subscriber or the intermediate relay selects the upstream hop, say X, whose route

gives the maximum value for the FF. Upon receipt of the ATMGmessage, node X updates the

SSTable and sets itself as the SFN for the downstream hop and/or subscriber. Another inter-

mediate node, vi, may set its PFN flag and PFN Hop field of the SSTable if both SFN ‘X’ and

the subscriber/downstream hop belong to N(vi). Fig 10 demonstrates the dissemination of the

ATMGmessage, the selection of the SFN, and the PFN nodes along the path.

4.2.5 TMG dissemination. After receiving the ATMGmessage, the RSU or the selected

TMGmember starts forwarding/broadcasting the incoming TMG packets to the downstream

hops. Upon receipt of a TMG packet, the SFN forwards it without incurring any additional

delay. However, each of the PFNs (if any exist) starts a timer to broadcast the packet if it does

Fig 9. Adaptive parameter’s weight selection.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g009
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not overhear the packet from the SFN or another PFN during the ‘timer’ period. The PFN sets

the timer as

Timer ¼ MaxWaitTime � 1�
D

R

� �

; ð4Þ

where D is the distance between the sender and current node, and R is the transmission range.

TheMaxWaitTime is an adjustable configuration parameter and we set it as 0.01s.

4.2.6 Route maintenance and mobility management. Route failure occurs if one of

the intermediate route’s links breaks. When a subscriber detects mobility, the link to its

upstream SFN breaks, it sends a JTMG request with a different sequence number to repair

the route. Upon receipt of the new JTMG from the subscriber, nodes set the SFN, PFN and

PFN Hop fields for the subscriber and TMG as undefined in the SSTable. If an SFN detects

mobility, it sets the SFN ID field as undefined in the SSTable and sends a TMGError message

to the downstream hops. Upon receipt of the TMGError, the potential forwarding nodes set

the PFN and the PFN Hop fields of the SSTable as undefined. Similarly, all of the intermedi-

ate SFNs set the SFN ID as undefined and forward the packet until it reaches all of the sub-

scribers of the TMG who use the broken link. After receiving the TMGError message, the

subscriber re-initiates the JTMG message to establish a route to the RSU with a different

sequence number.

While moving along the road, a node may receive TMGAs from multiple RSUs with a dif-

ferent number of hops. If the hops to a new RSU are less than the hops of the current route,

the subscriber sends a JTMG to the RSU to collect the lifetime and delay information of the

available routes. If the FF value of a path to the investigated RSU is greater than the FF value of

the current route, the subscriber sends an ATMGmessage to the new RSU and sends a Lea-

veTMGmessage to the previous RSU.

Fig 10. ATMGmessage dissemination.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g010
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5 Simulation results

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed MAOTRP and its comparison with

the existing MAODV [3] and Motion MAODV (MMAODV) [4] protocols. For comparison

purpose, we implement the MAODV protocol with both the delay-based (D-MAODV) and

Hop-based (H-MAODV) route selection mechanisms.

5.1 Simulation setup

We perform simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol in the Omnetpp

network simulator [27]. We use the WAVE protocols stack implemented in the Omnetpp

veins framework [28]. We import real maps from OpenStreetMap [34] to the SUMO tool [29],

allowing us to generate the desired vehicles flow. The TraCI module, implemented in the veins

framework, couples the Omnetpp and SUMO tools to work together. Table 1 shows the main

parameters used in the simulations. We assign the messages of the protocols to different chan-

nels of the 802.11p standard, as shown in Table 2. We use the publicly available online video

traces at the Video Trace Library [26] in these simulations. We transmit the same video trace

in all of the active multicastings.

Table 2. Channel assignment.

Channel Name Frequency Assigned Messages

CCH 5.89GHz ATMG, TMGError

SCH1 5.87GHz TMGA, Content, Hello

SCH2 5.88GHz RTMG

SCH3 5.90GHz JTMG

SCH4 5.91GHz LeaveTMG

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.t002

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Description

Highway length 3000m

Simulation Time 100 sec

Wireless interface IEEE 802.11p

Channel Bandwidth 6 Mbps

useServiceChannel true

phy80211p.sensitivity -94 dBm

phy80211p.maxTXPower 10mW

Propagation and Inference Model TwoRayInterferenceModel [33]

usePropagationDelay true

thermalNoise -110 dBm

mobilityType TraCIMobility

Transmission range 300 m

Subscribers per MG 2

Frame Rate 30

Advertisement Interval 2s

Hello packet Interval 3s

Vehicle Density 40, 60 veh/km

Vehicle Placement Uniform distribution

vType maxSpeed 35, 100 m/s

Number of Active Multicastings 1,2,4,6

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.t001
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5.2 Video Trace description

In this subsection, we illustrate the video traces used in these simulations, which are publicly

available online at the Video Trace Library [26]. Let’s consider the single layer SVC video

sequence “Elephants Dream,” which has a GoP size of 16. Each GoP includes one I and 15 B-

frames (Fig 11) with a BL and four ELs, as shown in Table 3. The table includes the frame

number, playback time, frame type, frame size, and perceived visual quality values of the

luminance and two chrominance components. Suppose that the packet carrying Frame#212

Fig 11. GoP structure with hierarchical B-frames.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g011

Table 3. Trace description: “Elephants Dream Video Trace”.

Frame Time Type Size PSNR PSNR PSNR

# Bytes Y U V

208 8.66 I 3322 39.8 42.9 46.4

209 8.70 B1 64 39.6 42.9 46.2

210 8.75 B2 105 39.4 42.9 46.2

211 8.79 B3 79 39.1 42.9 46.4

212 8.83 B4 293 39.1 43.2 46.4

213 8.87 B5 81 38.9 43.1 46.2

214 8.91 B6 133 39 43.0 46.2

215 8.95 B7 84 38.9 43.1 46.4

216 9 B8 705 39.1 43.3 46.5

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.t003
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is dropped due to a collision or low SNR. Considering the GoP structure (Fig 11), all of the

frames from Frame#209 to Frame#215 are dependent on the dropped frame and cannot

be decoded. Using an error concealment mechanism that redisplays the last successfully

received frame for the lost frames (or frames that cannot be decoded), Frame#208 is redis-

played. We can acquire the visual quality, measured through the PSNR metric, of the lost

frames from the offset distortion trace of Frame#208 which is available at the referred trace

library. For instance, the PSNR value of Frame#209 is equal to the PSNR at Offset = 1 of the

distortion trace of Frame#208.

5.3 Evaluation and comparison

We compare the performance of the proposed MAOTRP with the existing schemes in terms of

network latency, PDR, average application throughput, ADT and user QoE. For all of these

results, we plot the data collected at the reference node, ’Node [0]’, which is a member of TMG

1 and is the farthest node from the RSU. We conduct a set of simulations with different densi-

ties (vehicle per kilometer), vehicle speeds, and numbers of active multicastings to check the

applicability of the MAOTRP in various environments. We show the comparison of the

schemes in a network configuration with a density of 40 veh/km and maximum vehicle speed

of 100 m/s. Fig 12 shows the impact of the weights of lifetime and delay parameters on the

number of disconnections and network latency. For this simulation, we turn off the multi-

channel operation of the 802.11p and consider only one multicasting to clearly visualize the

delays, disconnections, and impact of the opportunistic packet forwarding scheme. In this sim-

ulation setup, giving more importance to lifetime (Case2) reduces the number of disconnec-

tions by 33% and improves the PDR by 5.5%. However, Case2 suffers 8.2% more from end-to-

end delays than Case1. The average hop distance in Case1 and Case2 is 3.5 and 5 respectively.

The spikes in the figure represent the receipt of packets during disconnections through the

opportunistic nodes with extra timer’s delay.

Fig 12. Impact of route’s lifetime and delay parameters on the network latency and disconnections.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g012
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Fig 13 shows a comparison of MAOTRP with the existing schemes in terms of network

latency. We adaptively select α according to the number of active multicastings. The proposed

MAOTRP reduces the network latency by about 11.46% after 500m from the RSU than the

average latency of existing schemes in these simulations. The waveform shape of network

latency is due to averaging and the channel coordination mechanism of IEEE 1609-4 specifica-

tions. The source sends the stream’s packets at a constant interval. However, the link layer will

queue the packets received from the upper layer if the service channel is not active.

The LBRSSes have a higher PDR than DBRSSes for a smaller number of active multicastings

in the network, as depicted in Fig 14. However, LBRSSes have poor scalability and suffer more

from PLs with an increase in the number of multicastings. This is because the selected routes

are usually at a higher hop distance (the number of intermediate hops/links/relays) from the

RSU, and they consequently experience more transmissions and collisions. The proposed

MAOTRP adapts its route selection mechanism according to the active multicastings to

Fig 13. Efficiency in terms of network latency.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g013
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consistently provide a high PDR. The MAOTRP improved the average PDR by about 4.21% in

these simulations, as depicted in Fig 14.

Fig 15 provides the comparison between the proposed and existing schemes in terms

of application-level throughput, which is the number of useful bits received by the destina-

tion per unit of time. The simulations show that the proposed scheme improves the average

application throughput by 13%. The average application throughput can be expressed as fol-

lows

AAThr ¼
1

ActM

X

ActM

j¼1

1

Pj

X

Pj

i¼1

PSi
RTi � STi

; ð5Þ

Fig 14. Efficiency in terms of packet delivery ratio.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g014
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where,

RTi ¼ Receipt time of the packet i;

STi ¼ Sent Time of packet i;

ActM ¼ number of active multicastings;

Pj ¼ number of received packets for j ActM;

PSi ¼ size of the packet i:

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

During link disconnection, one of the potential relay node forwards the received packet to

the downstream hops, which reduces the ADT and the number of consecutive dropped pack-

ets which impact user experience. The proposed MAOTRP protocol reduces the ADT by

Fig 15. Efficiency in terms of average application throughput.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g015
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22.75% than the existing schemes, depicted in Fig 16. We can express the ADT as follows

ADT ¼
1

ActM

X

ActM

j¼1

1

Dj

X

Dj

i¼1

ðRTi � STiÞ; ð6Þ

where,

RTi ¼ Receipt time of the packet i at disconnection i;

STi ¼ Sent Time of packet i at disconnection i;

ActM ¼ number of active multicastings;

Dj ¼ number of disconnections for j ActM:

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

Fig 16. Efficiency in terms of average disconnection time.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g016
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As mentioned earlier, perceived visual quality strongly depends on the network QoS. By

improving the application throughput and PDR as well as reducing latency and disconnection,

the proposed MAOTRP also enhances the user experience. MAOTRP improves user experi-

ence by 6.16 dB after 500m from the RSU than the average of the existing compared schemes,

as depicted in Fig 17. To check the applicability of the proposed in different environments, we

vary the density and speed parameters in the vehicle’s flow. The proposed scheme performed

better in terms of average packet delay and average PDR than that of the existing compared

schemes in these simulations, as depicted in Fig 18.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a multicriteria adaptive treecast routing protocol (MAOTRP)

for vehicle-to-vehicle telescreen (VVT) designed to extend the infrastructure-based digital

signage service to vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). This research aims to reduce packet

losses (PLs), delays and disconnection time for enhancing the network QoS and user QoE.

The proposed MAOTRP incorporates the efficiency of tree-based multicast schemes and the

robustness of mesh-based multicast schemes. One of the potential relay nodes forwards the

Fig 17. Efficiency in terms of user QoE.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205081.g017
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received multicast packet toward downstream hops in the case of tree’s link failure to reduce

PLs caused by disconnections, packet collisions, and low signal quality. The proposed route

selection scheme considers the fundamental trade-offs between the route lifetime and the

delay parameters which exist due to the varying number of active multicasting in the VANET

environment. It adapts the relative importance of the parameters according to their contribu-

tion in improving the packet delivery ratio (PDR). Through simulations and comparisons

with existing schemes, on average, the proposed multimedia dissemination scheme in the

VVT improves user QoE by 6.16 dB, average application throughput by 13% and PDR by

4.4%. Furthermore, compared to the existing schemes, MAOTRP reduces the average discon-

nection time by 22% and network latency by about 11% after 500m from the roadside unit.
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